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We are so sure that you will love our products, we offer a free trial! 120 nights. No drama. Zero return fees. At Brooklyn Bedding, we strive to give you the best sleep ever: We offer a generous 120-night comfort test on everyone - a zero-risk option with free shipping on delivery, exchange and return. your
comes with a 10-year warranty, longer than most online stores have even been in business. We have sleep experts available to help meet your specific sleep needs. All of ours are made in America by master craftsmen. We are so confident that you will love yours, we will exchange yours or refund your
money in full if you are not completely satisfied. Our promise extends to all online beds, including Brooklyn Aurora, Brooklyn Signature and Brooklyn Bowery. Exchange or refund is available after you've tried for at least 30 days from the delivery date. This gives you plenty of time to adapt to the new
materials correctly. The 120-night comfort test can only be used once per customer per calendar year. There are three ways we can work with you to help you find the best sleep system: We can change your existing one. For example, if yours is too firm but otherwise comfortable, we can provide a tops to
create more cushion while maintaining the current level of support. We can help ensure that you have the right frame and centre support for yours. (See further information below, under Proper frame - center support). We can identify another Brooklyn Bedding that can work better for you and just change
your sleep system. Standard shipping on all exchanges is free. Prices between mattress models may vary. If we can't find the optimal sleep solution, we can refund your money in full. Please note that shipping costs to Hawaii, Alaska and Canada are non-refundable. If you purchased yours from one of
our stores, please contact the store manager at that storeroom. You can find a list of addresses and phone numbers here. To get started with an online order, you can send us an email on support@brooklynbedding.com or call us at 888.210.8751, or you can start the documentation process for an
exchange or return by clicking here. To get the best performance from your quality layer, you need to ensure proper use. To begin, make sure you have the right frame and center support - this will not only ensure a better night's sleep, but let's comply with your warranty. Below is important information
about the right foundations to use with yours. In the event of a return request, you can request photos of the foundation. A return can be denied if you have used with the wrong foundation. Qualification for one will be determined by our customer service and sales staff based on supplied images. As sleep
experts, our employees can also provide valuable guidance now to ensure you get the best performance over your lifetime. You can ensure that your support is adequately supported by following these guidelines: Make sure that is not limited – basically there should be sufficient airflow to. If you are using
a split foundation, make sure that the slats are fully supported in the middle and are distributed no more than 3 inches apart. If you purchased semi-flexible slats, they must be supported with an additional inflexible foundation, or what is called a bunkie tray. You can see if you have sufficient support by
looking at the slats – if they bend in any way, they may have too much flex to provide the necessary support. If you use a previous box spring from your old one, make sure it is not a semi-flexible foundation. Stand on the old box in the spring and observe whether it bends. If you see any flex at all, we
recommend replacing your old box spring with a more solid foundation. You can return your sleep accessory for an exchange or a full refund within 30 days of the delivery date. Accessories include, but are not limited to: toppers, pillows, sheet sets, protectors. If you need to return sleep accessories, just
pack the items and support@brooklynbedding.com with the packing dimensions. (Brooklyn Bed linen does not provide packaging for the return of sleep accessories.) We will send a prepaid shipping label for a return at no cost to you. Please note that shipping costs to Hawaii, Alaska and Canada are nonrefundable. Foundations and adjustable bases are subject to a 3-year and 2-year reserve guarantee for parts, respectively. All sales on foundations and adjustable bases are final and non-refundable. Contact us at support@brooklynbedding.com for more information. data-next= style=display: none;&gt;
Elevated comfort at exceptional prices On Brooklyn Bedding, we understand both the quality and number of layers that matter: All the foam and hybrid versions of the Brooklyn Bowery provide multiple layers of comfort and support – each designed with a specific sleep advantage in mind. Choose from
brooklyn bowery, with all the contouring advantages of ultra-responsive Energex™ foam or Brooklyn Bowery Hybrid, constructed with our proprietary individually encapsulated coils for deeper compression support. Our best sleep essentials are priced reasonably because we custom to make our own and
ship directly, passing on savings to you. Offered in a universal medium firmness that balances just the right amount of pressure point relief with optimal support, brooklyn bowery is available in two core options: the All-foam version has a 3 layer of patented Energex™ foam, along with a 2 transition layer
for more contours with targeted pressure point relief. The addition of a 5high density base foam ensures durability and stability for the life of the bed. The hybrid version combines the contour of quilted gel memory foam with a 2-comfort layer, followed by a 6-base of up to 961 individually encapsulated
Ascension® coils – designed to deliver deep compression support while minimizing movement transmission between sleep partners. Comes in a box, providing easy transport from the door to your bedroom. Proudly adapted made in the United States with a 10-year warranty. Comes with a 120-night riskfree trial. All foam encapsulated coil system thoughtfully constructed one layer at a time. 1 2 3 4 A premium, smooth top weave provides lasting comfort with enhanced breathability. A patented Energex™ foam layer bridges visco and latex – combining the faster recovery of latex with the pressure point
relief of visco-memory foam. Open cell construction foam promotes superior breathability. An intermediate layer of elastic foam provides a supportive transition to firmer, high density base foam. A high density foundation provides Brooklyn Bowery structural firmness as well as a durable base. 1 2 3 4
Thoughtfully constructed one layer at a time. 1 2 3 4 A layer of quilted, high-quality gel memory foam resists body impressions and provides optimum cooling comfort while you sleep. A 2 layer of comfort foam creates a gentler transition to the mattress core. A constructed layer consisting of up to 961
individually encapsulated coils provides exceptional reactivity and motion insulation. A 1 high density foam base provides durability while enhancing individually encapsulated coils while compressing. 1 2 3 4 We are so committed to helping you get the best sleep ever from your mattress purchase, we offer
a 120-night risk-free comfort test. Free shipping and return free shipping is always standard with your order – and we offer a zero-risk option with free shipping on exchange and returns. bed-in-a-box delivery We deliver yours in a box, sent directly to your door. The layout is simple: click here to see the
best way ever to open and decompress yours. Brooklyn Bowery has quickly climbed through the ranks to be rated among the best affordable you can buy. Slumber Yard Brooklyn Bowery represents an excellent value and shares many properties with similar bed-in-a-box and retail priced significantly
higher. Sleep Advisor The Brooklyn Bedding Bowery all foam is a good choice for an affordable all foam. It is especially ideal for a children's room, guest rooms, college dorm or as a starting mattress. Our Sleep Guide Most Brooklyn Bedding should be rotated every 6 to 8 months, but never turned (or
inverted). Ours is designed with layer on top and support layers at the bottom, including individually encapsulated coils in hybrid models. We also use higher quality materials that last much longer than traditional ones. The exceptions to the no flip rule are plank of Brooklyn Bedding and EcoSleep of
Brooklyn Bedding. These two are designed with varying levels of firmness on either side of and can be flipped to customize your sleep experience. We are sure we have made the best bedding products, so we support them with a generous trial of 120 nights! We require you to try your new one for at least
30 days from the date of delivery. This gives you plenty of time to adapt to the new materials correctly. The trial date begins when you receive yours and can only be used once per customer per calendar year. Any type of support system that provides minimal or no flex will work with ours. This includes
most platform, slat and box spring foundations. If you need a foundation for your new one, check out our foundations specifically designed for Brooklyn Bedding here. The height of both the Brooklyn Bowery and Brooklyn Bowery Hybrid is 10. An illustration of with details for each layer can be found on the
product page, along with a full product description. The weight and dimensions of its dimensions vary by choice. The all-foam version of the Brooklyn Bowery weighs between 45-95 pounds. The hybrid version of the Brooklyn Bowery weighs between 55-105 pounds. Mattress size dimensions can be found
in the graphic here. Both the Brooklyn Bowery and Brooklyn Bowery Hybrid are constructed with open cell technology for better breathability. The Brooklyn Bowery is an entry level, with a high-quality layer of Energex™ foam that promotes a temperature neutral environment. The Brooklyn Bowery Hybrid
offers enhanced cooling benefits due to the presence of a cooling gel treatment in the top quilted layer and individually encapsulated coils. The spool systems used in the construction of hybrid mattresses always provide greater airflow than all-foam. All Brooklyn Bedding is designed to support up to 950
pounds. If you or your sleep partner weighs more than 300 pounds - and prefer more significant support - you can check out the Titan mattress from Brooklyn Bedding here. All Brooklyn Bedding hybrids are constructed with higher gauge coils on the perimeter to allow enhanced edge support - meaning
the Brooklyn Bowery Hybrid will offer a firmer circumference than the Brooklyn Bowery All-Foam. Both beds should be sufficient in supporting people with average weight. The Brooklyn Signature Hybrid, (also known as the original Best Mattress Ever) is a best-selling that has five layers, including: a
premium quilted top, a Comfort foam layer, a tertiary support foam layer, individually encapsulated coils and a high density base foam. The Brooklyn Bowery Hybrid is an entry level that has four layers, including: a quilted gel memory foam top, a transition comfort foam layer, individually encapsulated coils
and a high density base foam. Essentially, due to the unique combination of foam and a premium top, the Brooklyn Signature Hybrid is an upgraded sleep experience. The Brooklyn Bowery range is ideal for young people, lighter callers and customers on a budget. Both beds can also appeal to those
customers who need a new one for a guest room, or to parents seeking a bed for a toddler transition from a cot. Due to expanded size options, brooklyn bowery and brooklyn bowery hybrid are affordable sleep solutions for RVers and campers. Dimensions: 10 × 38 × 75 Approximate Weight: 35lbs
Shipping Box Dimensions: 19 × 19 × 45 Dimensions: 10 × 38 × 80 Approximate Weight: 40lbs Shipping Box Dimensions: 19 × 19 × 45 Dimensions: 10 × 53 × 45 75 Approximate Weight: 55lbs Shipping Box Dimensions: 19 × 19 × 45 Dimension s: 10 × 60 × 80 Approximate Weight: £ 70 Shipping Box
Dimensions: 19 × 19 × 45 Dimensions : 10 × 76 × 80 Approximate Weight: 80lbs Shipping Box Dimensions : 19 × 19 × 45 Dimensions: 10 × 72 × 84 Approximate Weight: £80 Shipping Box Dimensions: 19 × 19 × 45 made on request, just for you. Upgrade your sleep with pillows that provide the ultimate
contour and support. Enhance your comfort with our super soft and breathable sheets. Find simple and intuitive solutions for superior support. Support.
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